
 
 
 
 

 
 
           

  

 

 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

Sometimes it might seem intimidating to COOK with campers. Knives and ovens 

can seem like hazards. But at Camp Explorations, campers will be able to do hands 

on cooking projects in a safe, developmentally appropriate way! Cooking 

introduces campers to math concepts such as measuring and following a step by 

step process. It introduces campers to science concepts such as changes in matter 

by mixing ingredients or changes in the temperatures!

 

   

Grab a basket and explore Mother Nature’s grocery store! Delve into the fine art of 

food appreciation and living green! Both of these aspects is a sensory experience 

where campers will explore all its properties from the ground up! From recycling, 

filtering water, hydroponics gardening. Each camper will learn all there is to know 

about our environment and our world!  

  

 

  

The exciting world of STEM is happening all around us! During our STEM summer 

program, campers will participate in various challenges that will require them to 

research, design, build, create, test, and develop innovative solutions for real world 

experiences. Our STEM session will engage their minds and allow them to see just 

how creative they can get when STEM happens! 

 

This session of camp is for all who enjoy great stories and the art of storytelling.  

Campers will look into some of the world’s most famous myths, folktales and 

legends.  Joins us as we unlock some ancient secrets, explore the work of magic – 

from Hercules and Fairies to Bigfoot we will explore the myths and legends of 

yesterday and today. 

  

 

 

Join us for an exciting camp session that is full of discovering, investigation, and 

exploration as we dive to the depths of the ocean, soar to the darkest locations in 

space, and delve into the most extreme lands that still remain a mystery! Join us for 

a truly uncharted adventure!  

  

 

From the coast to the mountains North Carolina is full of treasures that your camper 

will be sure to explore during this two week session. During this sessions campers will 

investigate local history, study NC weather, and participate in culinary arts with 

local North Carolina recipes! We can’t wait to race around our state with you! 
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We understand that selecting a summer camp is one of the most important 

decisions you will make for your school-age child. A great deal of thought and 

consideration goes into your decision, and we are privileged that Bright Horizons 

at Harrison Park is among your choices. At Harrison Park, your child will be cared 

for by experienced and dedicated counselors in a fun, loving, and nurturing 

environment. We aim for each child to have an engaging, challenging, and enriching 

experience in our program. We look forward to partnering with your family and 

being the place where you find your school-age solutions.  

Kristen.pooley@brighthorizons.com  

harrisonpark@brighthorizons.com  

    

Jennifer.murphy@brighthorizons.com  

 

We strive to provide you with flexible school-age solutions that demonstrate our commitment to 

excellence. When your school-age child needs care, Harrison Park provides:  

· School’s  Day Out & Early Release              

· After-School (Transportation provided for Reedy Creek & Cardinal Charter) 

·  Traditional Calendar Summer Camp 

Our low counselor-child ratios allow us to establish personal connections in a small-group atmosphere. 

We provide innovative, theme-based camp programs designed specifically for school-age children.  

 

From casual conversations to a standing invitation for you to participate in many capacities, we encourage a 

collaborative relationship between our administrative staff, counselors, and you, the parent.  

Bright Horizons at Harrison Park understands the growing, physical, intellectual, and social competencies of 

school-age children. We create a safe and loving environment where the pressures of the world are not 

present and children can have exciting, memorable experiences. Our campus provides a space specifically 

designed with your school-age child in mind. This space is equipped with all things STEM including a 3D 

printer, Game Station & Media Corner with a Wii & Xbox Connect, a writers corner, touch screen 

computers, and finally an art space where all School-Age children can explore their inner creativity with 

unique art materials, music instruments, and dramatic arts materials!  

 


